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about me

My name is Gabby Ribeiro and I am running to be the next President of Queen's 
International Affairs Association. I am a third year student pursuing a major in 
Global Development Studies and a minor in World Languages with a focus on 
Spanish and Arabic. Some other interesting things to know about me are that I 
grew up in Burlington, Vermont and I have three nationalities including 
American, Brazilian, and Canadian.  

Having joined QIAA in my first year at Queen's – naturally – QIAA has become an 
integral part of my Queen's experience and has truly shaped my past three 
years here. I started my QIAA journey as an Executive intern and continued as 
one of the Marketing Directors in my second year. Currently, I serve as one of the 
Speaker Series Directors as well as the Conference Programming Director for 
Queen's National Model UN Conference. Along the way, I have participated and 
aided with many QIAA initiatives such as: participating in International 
Development Week every year; volunteering with Outreach's Refugee Soccer 
Tournament; supporting the Observer at their annual Launch Party; attending 
speaker series events regularly; serving as Assistant Chair for the BRICS 
committee as well as paging for QMUNi this past year; and helping to organize, 
plan, and find sponsors for the end of the year Gala as Executive Intern. 

Outside of QIAA, I am a committee member for the Committee Against Racial 
and Ethnic Discrimination on Campus where I am responsible for creating the 
graphics and social media content for the committee. I have also had the 
privilege of attending Queen's Model Parliament for the past three years and 
was elected as Junior Whip of the Bloc Quebecois this past year for QMP 2018. 
Additionally, I am a Peer Advisor for Peer Academic Support Services for the 
faculty of Arts & Science and also serve as the Co-Director for the Buddy 
Program within the Global Development Studies Department Student Council. 
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introduction

Why am I running for QIAA President'?  

 

The answer to that is very simple. 

 

 I am running for President because I absolutely love this club.  

It is truly because of the dedicated, caring, and inquisitive people 

I have met, as well as the incredible opportunities I have had 

over the last three years through QIAA that I am running for 

leadership for 2018-2019. 

 

The beauty of QIAA is its ability to foster a globally-conscious, 

enthusiastic, and attentive community of individuals from 

diverse backgrounds – both on a personal and academic level. 

My love for QIAA and the community of individuals it has the 

capacity to engage are emphasized in my platform. Although 

QIAA has become my home over my time at Queen's under the 

previous leaderships of Lauren Craik and Jonathan Salna – I think 

it is important to recognize where improvements and space for 

growth can be made. I am running for President because I want 

to see QIAA be the best it can be and I believe that I have the 

necessary drive and passion to promote needed changes in 

order to support next generations of QIAA who also want to see 

QIAA reach its full potential.  

 

If you have any questions, 

please feel free to reach out to me at 

14gr13@queensu.ca.
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my vision:

It is critical that space be created in order to strengthen QIAA and make QIAA a 

more inclusive, welcoming, supportive community and team for years to come. My 

platform focuses on holistic and long-term goals as well as initiative-specific 

components. There are three main elements that I wish to address within my vision 

for QIAA: transparency, accountability, and inclusivity. 

Based on conversations that I have had with QIAA members as well as my own 

experiences with QIAA over the past three years, it is increasingly clear that 

transparency among leadership and between initiatives is absolutely critical. I think 

a lot of the time ‘transparency’ is used as a buzzword to cover a wide range of issues; 

however, within my platform, transparency is tangible and made feasible through 

different ways. Firstly, transparency of budget based on initiative is something that I 

think is very important and is the only way to ensure efficiency and collaboration. 

One issue that is always a concern within QIAA is that initiative budgets are 

often unclear or uncertain – I find this to be incredibly problematic as some QIAA 

initiates are founded on knowing their spending capacities. One way I think this 

could be improved is by establishing closer relationships with initiative teams and 

CFO as well as Sponsorship Directors. 

Additionally, another apparent issue that QIAA has faced over the past few years is 

attendance of events. Within my platform, transparency plays a significant role in 

shifting this dynamic. I believe that it is critical for all QIAA members – whether you 

are a returning Core Executive member, incoming Core Executive member, 

extended executive, member of the MUN team, or writer for the Observer – to have a 

clear and transparent understanding of the responsibilities that being a member 

of QIAA entails. The hope is that these expectations would be laid out more directly 

in the job description as well as during and after the hiring process. Additionally, 

expectations and responsibilities  regarding initiative meetings, event attendance, 

individual marketing would be clearly disclosed in an effort to streamline how 

information is communicated from Core members to the respective extended 

executives, and so on. If responsibilities of being a member of QIAA are transparent 

and laid out effectively, it will increase accountability and help to strengthen intra- 

initiative collaboration and support.  

TRANSPARENCY
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my vision:

ACCOUNTABILITY

 Fostering an atmosphere centered around accountability within QIAA is 

another crucial component to my platform. Training Manuals for Core 

Executive positions is also something I want to address if elected as President. 

In the past, training manuals for Core Executive positions have often been 

overlooked and unreliable. Not only does having inconsistent or outdated 

transition manuals create barriers for smooth changeovers – whether you are 

new to the initiative or not – but it also directly impacts the professionalism, 

productivity, and efficiency of QIAA as a whole. In my experience, I have found 

that often there is little to no direction provided on how to create a formal 

transition manual, let alone what to include in it; therefore, I hope to 

implement a Transition Manual template that can be updated every year or 

whenever deemed necessary by Leadership and will be open to all Core 

Executive members to aid in the formatting process. The hope is that 

Transition Manuals for each initiative – once hiring process is closed – will 

then be uploaded onto the QIAA website or google drive which would be 

available and accessible to all QIAA members at any and all points of the year.  

 

Additionally, holding QIAA Leadership accountable is something I think is 

very important and should be developed further. In previous years there have 

been efforts to introduce some level of feedback regarding the role of 

Leadership – for Vice Presidents and President positions – but has been 

inconsistent. I think that implementing anonymous mid-year feedback forms 

for both Leadership and the CFO to be filled out by Core Executive members 

is absolutely crucial and will guarantee that all initiatives are being supported 

by the Leadership team throughout the year. If elected, I also hope to 

implement obligatory and accessible office hours hosted by Leadership 

following Hiring of the Core Executive Team in order to address specific 

questions and concerns. These hours can also be used as a time for new Core 

Executive Members to meet with new Leadership in order to garner a stronger 

understanding of the structure of QIAA as a whole.  
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my vision:

I N C L U S I V I T Y

Alongside making QIAA a more accountable space, if elected, I hope to also 

make QIAA a more inclusive space. I envision QIAA as a community of 

individuals founded on a mutual sense of collaboration rather than 

competition. There have been great strides within this year’s Leadership to 

make space for inclusivity within QIAA – including the By-Stander Training 

and Anti-Oppression Training – which I would like to continue to promote. 

 

However, over the past year there has been an overarching lack of support 

and camaraderie within and between initiatives that I would like to address. I 

hope to implement more understated socials that are less focused on 

drinking culture and that allow individuals to actually get to know one 

another. These socials could range from open invitation pot-lucks to trivia 

nights to non-denominational gift exchanges throughout the year. The 

Observer's Launch Party is a great example of a social that promotes inter- 

initiative support as a way to celebrate QIAA in a positive and inclusive way. 

Additionally, I hope to change the date of the Executive Retreat as to 

include the first year Executive Interns, as they are an integral part of the 

QIAA Executive team and community. By changing the date to further on in 

September, it would also be inclusive of students taking the September LSAT 

which has fallen on the same date as QIAA Retreat in the past. As a way to 

further promote inclusivity, I also would like to implement an introductory 

All-General Members Meeting at the beginning of the semester as a way to 

introduce the Core Executive Team to all members of QIAA and outline some 

of the underlying expectations of being a QIAA member. This early AGM can 

also be a great way to encourage Hiring that occurs in the Fall semester as 

well as promotion of larger QIAA events such as QMUNi.  
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The role of leadership is to foster a supportive 

environment through open communication within 

QIAA that promotes creativity and growth. My hope is 

that as Leadership we are able to make QIAA a more 

cohesive unit through facilitating cross-initiative 

collaboration and communication and promote 

engagement throughout QIAA – from Core Executive 

to General members.  

Here are my key objectives for Leadership:  
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L E A D E R S H I P

Having previously worked with QIAA as an Executive 

Intern I recognize and appreciate the amount of work 

that has gone into solidifying the position of Executive 

Intern over the past two years. The Executive Interns 

are absolutely indispensable and we should be 

continuously working toward making sure that the 

Interns feel welcomed and included into the QIAA 

community.  

Here are my objectives for Executive Interns:

E X E C U T I V E  I N T E R N S

Improve Human Resources policies

Ensure that all of Leadership complete Conflict Resolution 

Training 

Host Office Hours after Hiring Process to answer questions 

and concerns 

Ensure that our website and social media platforms are 

regularly updated

Administer and review anonymous mid-year reports for 

Leadership

Create Transition Manual Template that will be accessible 

on the QIAA website as well as ensure that all initiative 

Transition Manuals are completed and available 

Hold Executive Directors accountable for their 

expectations and responsibilities – i.e. Filling out Graphics 

and Marketing Request Forms

Create a strategic plan for the Summer in the Spring

Include Executive Interns in Fall QIAA Retreat 

Continue the rotational program of administrative 

tasks – i.e Newsletter, Minutes, Office Booking

Solidify the job description of Intern before Hiring

Pair each intern with initiatives they are most 

interested in working closely with 

Ensure that Interns are integrated within initiatives

Play a larger role in engaging First Year Students 



The role of Chief Financial Officer is absolutely vital to 

the promotion of growth and success within QIAA, 

both on a long-term and day-to-day basis. It is 

imperative that the CFO have a very close working 

relationship with both the Leadership team and 

Sponsorship Directors in order to strengthen 

communication and transparency. As some initiatives 

rely very closely on spending capacities – it is very 

important that the CFO provide clear predictions of 
budgets as soon as they are available.  

Here are my key objectives for CFO: 
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F I N A N C E

More clarity and direction with creation of 
Sponsorship Packages 

Strengthen communication between Sponsorship and 

Initiative Directors that require funding
Increase transparency of initiative-specific 

spending through regular updates to donor/sponsors  

Implement close working relationship with CFO 

through weekly meetings
Formalize Sponsorship letter 
Ensure that Sponsorship Directors have clear 
understanding of QIAA initiatives 

Continue to subsidize more MUN Conferences 

S P O N S O R S H I P  
Sponsorship is a crucial component to QIAA and its 

potential is often overlooked. It is absolutely 

imperative that Sponsorship Directors have a clear 
and professional understanding of QIAA initiatives so 

that both internal and external sponsors have a 

transparent idea as to what is being funded and 

when. A strong infrastructure for Sponsorship will 
help to elevate QIAA long-term. 

Here are my key objectives for Sponsorship: 

Continue weekly meetings with Leadership as 

well as implement weekly meetings with 

Sponsorship Team 

Provide clear budgets to initiatives over the 

Summer Break with updates throughout the year 
Implement a clearer way of submitting larger 
payments such as honorariums for Speakers
Shorter turn around for reimbursements 



As I mentioned in my vision for QIAA – Socials play an 

integral part in making QIAA a more inclusive and 

welcoming environment for individuals of all faculties, 

all programs, and all ages. Socials are also crucial for 
fostering a sense of community and support within 

and between initiatives. Although bigger social events 

such as Retreat, Final Gala, and Shot Luck are exciting 

and are a part of long-lasting QIAA traditions, it is 

important to also include socials that are not centered 

around drinking culture.  

Here are my key objectives for Socials: 
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G R A P H I C S  &  M A R K E T I N G

Weekly joint Marketing and Graphics meetings
Continue 'News at a Glance' social media posts
Bring back 'Meet Executive Member' social media 

posts and 'Monthly QIAA Calendar'
Continue open communication with Leadership so 

to hold other initiative Directors accountable for 
submitting requests 

Combine Graphics & Marketing Request Form into 

one accessible document
Enforce 2 week rule policy for all Graphic requests
Help develop Transition Manual Template
Reassess Hiring timeline for Graphics Directors so to 

leave room for transition period

S O C I A L S

Change the date of Retreat as to include Executive 

Interns and Upper-year students taking the September 

LSAT exam

Plan an open-invitation social at the beginning of the 

term inclusive of extended executive members

Introduce understated socials including pot-lucks, 

barbecues, and non-denominational gift exchanges 

throughout the year 

Both Graphics and Marketing teams have done an 

excellent job of strengthening the QIAA brand of 
educate, experience, engage over the past year. 
Although they are separate portfolios, it is very 

important that Graphics and Marketing Directors 

continue to have a close working relationship. Having 

worked very closely with Graphics during my time as 

Marketing Director, it is very important to recognize 

the amount of time and energy is put into every 

graphic and social media marketing post.  

Here are my key objectives for Marketing & Graphics:



Having worked as Speaker Series Director over the 

past year, I have seen the potential of this initiative to 

engage a wider audience of passionate and globally- 

conscious individuals within the Queen's and 

Kingston community. Although our team has done an 

amazing job of welcoming speakers with diverse 

academic and interdisciplinary backgrounds from all 
over the world, we would have liked to have seen a 

better mix of representation from the Queen's 

Community of Professors as well as more Prestigious 

Speakers.  

Here are my key objectives for Speaker Series:
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S P E A K E R  S E R I E S

Outreach is an incredibly important part of QIAA as it 
helps to broaden QIAA's presence outside of just the 
Queen's bubble. This year's Outreach team was very 
successful in running the Refugee Soccer Tournament 
as well as introducing Oppression Training to the Core 
Executive team. However, similar to Speaker Series 
and other initiatives – attendance has been a 
significant issue that I hope to address.  

Here are my key objectives for Outreach:

O U T R E A C H

Communication of clear and transparent parameters 

regarding of feasibility of Speakers based on budget 
over the Summer months
Greater focus on prestige of Speaker as well as more 

representation from Queen's Professors
Partnering with a diversity of clubs and groups on 

Campus to host Speakers 

Ensure that a wide range of issues and topics are 

covered
Strengthen attendance of events by being conscious 

of conflicting class times
Partner with Right of Reply and the Observer to 

discuss topics relevant to booked Speakers 

Potential to introduce live-streaming 

Greater focus on quality over quantity of events
Ensuring a clear and cohesive vision for the year in terms of 
timing
Ensure clear communication with Leadership as well as 
other Initiative Directors to increase attendance and 

engagement
Continue use of high quality Photography at events to 

generate greater visibility



Reinstate hour time slot with CFRC
Strengthen relationship with CFRC on campus so to 

establish long-term connection with program
Encourage content to be posted regularly
Require proof of free Radio Programming Certification 

for all ROR Directors and Extended Executive members 

Introduce Speaker Series collaboration with 

broadcasting of voice notes and call in Q&A period 

Introduce collaborative “special” episodes for events 

such as IDW 

Highlight writers for the Observers in collaborative 

episodes
Cover QIAA elections through interviews and Q&A 

sessions 

Market ROR Hiring within Queen's Radio community 
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R I G H T  O F  R E P L Y

The Observer is an absolutely crucial component to 

QIAA. Although the Observer does not generate much 

revenue for QIAA – its ability to engage readers both 

through online content and published quarterly issues 

elevates QIAA as a whole. The Observer also provides 

incredible opportunities for those interested in 

engaging with International Affairs through 

journalism.  

Here are my key objectives for the Observer: 

T H E  O B S E R V E R

Right of Reply is an initiative within QIAA that often does 

not get the attention that it deserves. ROR has the 

unique potential to not only engage wider audiences at 
Queen's and beyond, but also has the potential serve as a 

collaborative forum for other QIAA initiatives.  

Here are my key objectives for Right of Reply:

Ensure that Hiring Process and transition happens early  

Implement workshop for QIAA members and Core 

Directors to learn how to write for online content  
Require Leadership involvement with printing process
Introduce ROR and Observer collaboration with 

episodes following quarterly issues as well as highlight 
of online content writers
Ensure that links to ROR podcasts are marketed 

holistically 



QIAA's Model United Nations team is the largest QIAA 

initiative and an integral part of this organization. This 

year's MUN Team has been incredibly successful 
brining in many awards and accomplishments to 

QIAA that deserve to be recognized and celebrated. It 
is incredibly imperative to build upon these successes 

while also ensuring that the MUN team is an inclusive, 

positive, and welcoming environment.  

Here are my key objectives for the MUN Team:
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M U N  T E A M

QMUNi was one of the first QIAA initiatives I had the 

opportunity to be a part of in my first year as 

Executive intern and it happened to be the year that 
Edward Snowden was our keynote speaker. The sheer 
capacity that QMUNi had to engage such a wide 

audience of individuals from all over Canada was 

astonishing and made me so excited to continue 

being involved with QIAA. As leadership, I hope that 
we can continue to raise the bar for QMUNi in future 

years to come.  

Here are my key objectives for QMUNi: 

Q U E E N ' S  M O D E L  U N I T E D  
N A T I O N S  I N V I T A T I O N A L  
( Q M U N i )

Continue emphasis on providing subsidies for MUN 

conferences
Ensure clear predictions of budget so to be able to 

plan conferences accordingly
Broaden reach of location to other prestigious 

conferences such as University of Chicago's CHOMUN 

and University of Pennsylvania's ILMUN
Better integrate MUN team into greater QIAA 

community through use of understated socials
Ensure rotation of Leadership present at every MUN 

meeting 

Focus on improving participation within greater 
Queen's community as well as QIAA members
Introduce clear and transparent expectations of 
QMUNi Staffers with an emphasis on Pages
Focus on hiring a cohesive and hardworking 

Secretariat with room to restructure
Ensure a hands-on and supportive working 

relationship with President
Reassess methods to address Personnel Issues 



As a Global Development Studies Major, I may have a 

potential bias in stating that IDW is such an important 
initiative within QIAA. IDW has the potential to foster 
authentic and dynamic dialogue on campus surrounding 

global issues of inequity and inequality. Over my time in 

QIAA I have seen IDW thrive and I hope to continue to 

create space within QIAA for this initiative to grow in the 

future. 

Here are my key objectives for IDW: 
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L  
D E V E L O P M E N T  W E E K

QICSIM has always been a highlight of QIAA as it 
allows space for creativity and innovation within a 

more relaxed environment. QICSIM is a great way to 

gain experience for more competitive conferences 

and is inclusive of all individuals despite previous MUN 

experience.  

Here are my key objectives for QICSIM:

Q I C S I M

Utilize resources and connections within QIAA to act 
as a liaison between IDW and relevant Queen's clubs
Introduce special IDW episode on ROR which will 
address main themes regarding development issues 

and highlight other clubs on campus participating in 

IDW
Focus on seeking a dynamic and prestigious Keynote 

Speaker for IDW – such as IDW 2016's Samantha Nutt
Enhance larger events put on by development- 
related Queen's groups and QIAA sponsored events
Work with Socials to plan a cohesive and inclusive 

social to celebrate the hard work of all the clubs 

involved

Enhanced and more comprehensive marketing plans
Greater emphasis on delegate expectations; whereas, 

no experience is necessary to attend conference
Continue to market conference within QIAA as well 
as to the larger Queen's population
Ensure participation of Core Executive members and 

Extended Executive members to participate 

Ensure a closer connection to the MUN team 



Greater integration between CIDP interns and QIAA 

community 

Foster a close working relationship between CIDP 

interns and Speaker Series team as to facilitate co- 

marketing plans 

Facilitate awareness of CIDP events through Core 

Meetings and through Social Media platforms 
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C I D P  I N T E R N S H I P

Although QNMUNC has taken a slight turn in focus 

from initial expectations, I do think that a High School 
Conference for an International Affairs Association as 

established as ours is incredibly imperative. As 

Conference Programming Director for QNMUNC, I 
have witnessed first-hand the amount of drive and 

passion that has gone into making a conference like 

this happen and I believe that it is the natural next 
step for QIAA as a whole.  

Here are my key objectives for QNMUNC:

Q U E E N ' S  N A T I O N A L  
M O D E L  U N I T E D  N A T I O N S  
C O N F E R E N C E  ( Q N M U N C )

CIDP interns have long been an integral part of QIAA 

Core Executive, The role of CIDP interns are so 

important as they help to bridge the natural gap 

between the work of the CIDP and the sheer interest 
in International Defense and Security issues within 

QIAA and throughout Queen's. However, there has 

recently been a clear divide between CIDP interns and 

the rest of QIAA and I believe that properly integrating 

the CIDP interns into the QIAA community is crucial to 

the ongoing success of QIAA.  

Here are my key objectives for CIDP Internship:

Reassess feasibility of hosting conference in 2019
Reach out to individuals on the Secretariat who are 

still interested and dedicated to making the 

conference happen
Plan a preliminary meeting with new Leadership 

and QNMUC Secretary General and Director 
General about current needs and possible plans for 
the year 



thank you!


